Dear Museum Architects,

The Korea Tourism Organization needs your help!

We are thinking of expanding and creating a new museum and we are seeking your helping in creating it.

Recently a Virtual Science Museum on the periodic table of elements was launched here in South Korea. This exhibit is very popular and a huge success. The exhibit showed us how much people enjoy exploring Virtual Museums. After more research, The Korea Tourism Organization has decided to create another Virtual Museum - this time with a Korean History theme.

We would like students at KIS to create a Virtual Museum (similar to the science exhibit) that has all the information needed to create the new Korean History Virtual Museum. It will act as the blueprint of the new virtual museum we will launch.

We want the world to know about Korea’s rich history so we have decided to make this museum both fun and also educational for Korean’s and foreigners alike, of all ages. Visitors to this new virtual museum will have a lasting experience, exposing them to important knowledge about thousands of years of Korean history.

We at the Korean Tourism Organization would like this new museum to include information and learning experiences about Korea. We would like it to focus on the Social, Political, Economic, and Cultural aspects of Korean history. The information can take any form, from information snippets, in depth write-ups, art, artifacts, fossils, hands-on activities, pictures and videos; the more creative and exciting the better!!

We are asking you to create a sample virtual museum. We need you to:
- Design the layout of the museum in virtual form (including the different themed rooms, art, artifacts, and anything else that might enhance our visitor experience).
- Decide what exhibits/information will be included.
- Showcase your virtual museum in an exciting and creative way.

You will present your Virtual Museum to your classmates. Your classmates will evaluate your virtual museum proposal. The three groups with the highest points across all 7th grade classes (Mrs. Jenkin, Mr. Hernandez and Mr. Cory) will move onto the final showcase on Dec. 13th. At this showcase, there will be a representative from the Korean Tourism Organization who will choose the top Virtual Museum. We will then begin discussions on amending and launching your virtual museum!

We thank you for your participation in this event and look forward to seeing your proposals!

Sincerely,

President
Korea Tourism Organization